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Pointman N10 ID card printer (PR-PM-N10)  

 

   

Finally, the ability to design and print your own vibrant full colour ID cards at an incredibly 

affordable price point. If you issue small to medium numbers of ID cards, then this manual feed 

printer is your perfect solution. Compact yet powerful, and with a intuitive user friendly design, 

simply design your ID card, insert a card through the manual feed slot, and seconds later your full 

colour printed custom design ID card will be printed. ID card printing has never been so easy and 

affordable! USB- connectivity, (Ethernet optional) For your total peace of mind this printer also 

comes with a - year limited warranty (3-years optional) 

 

   

 

❖ Low price point, yet comprehensive ID card printer 

❖ Manual card feed       

❖ Easy to use user friendly design      

❖ Compact size to fit in any user environment.     

❖ Very high print quality resolution at 300dpi     

❖ Fast print speed of 200 full colour cards per hour or up to 600 cards per hour with black ribbon 

❖ 2-year limited warranty included (3-years optional)    

❖ USB-connectivity included as standard (Ethernet optional)    
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Pointman full colour YMCKO ribbon, 200 images (RI-PM-100) 

 

Simply insert this full colour YMCKO ribbon into your Pointman printer to instantly print vivid and 

vibrant full colour images on to your cards. Each ribbon will print 200 cards and will automatically 

apply a clear protective overlay on top of every card for extra durability and protection. 

This ribbon is designed to fit the Pointman N10 and N15 and N25 printers. 

Always use genuine Pointman ribbons to protect your printer and to avoid invalidating the 

warranty. 

 

❖ Genuine Pointman product 

❖ Each ribbon will print 200 cards in full colour (printed one side of the cards) 

❖ Fits the Pointman N10 and N15 and N25 printers 

❖ Manufacturer part number: 66200740 
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Pointman black monochrome ribbon, 1000 images (RI-PM-110) 

 

Simply insert into your Pointman printer to print sharp text, images, barcodes or numbering in 

black. Each ribbon will print 1000 cards. 

This ribbon is designed to fit the Pointman N10 and N15 and N25 printers. 

Always use genuine Pointman ribbons to protect your printer and to avoid invalidating the 

warranty. 

 

 

❖ Genuine Pointman product 

❖ Each ribbon will print 1000 cards in black 

❖ Fits the Pointman N10 and N15 and N25 printers. 

❖ Manufacturer part number: 66200030-A 
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Pointman standard cleaning kit (RI-PM-200) 

 

The Pointman cleaning kits contains a standard size cleaning card, a long T-shape cleaning card, a 

single use alcohol swab, and a cleaning pen for multiple uses. 

It is important to keep any ID card printer in the cleanest possible condition at all times to ensure 

longevity of life and to maintain high quality print ability. 

This cleaning kit should be used regularly and is able to be used with the Pointman N10 and N15 

and N25 printers. 

 

❖ Genuine Pointman product 

❖ Fits the Pointman N10 and N15 and N25 printers. 

❖ Manufacturer part number: 89150500 
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